George Eustice
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
2 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 4DF
4 February 2022
Dear Secretary of State,
Welfare Abuse on Salmon Farms
– clear breaches of the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006
re. ‘cleaner fish’ and farmed salmon
In view of the lethal trade in ‘cleaner fish’, Scamon Scotland (formerly called Scottish Salmon
Watch) calls on the UK Government to address the mortality, welfare and disease problem of
salmon farms using wrasse (mostly caught in the wild) and lumpfish (mostly farmed). Please
find enclosed below a letter sent to the Scottish Government earlier this week on this vital issue
(the letter to Scottish Ministers dated 1 February 2022 is also available online here).
Scamon Scotland calls on the UK Government (via the Animal and Plant Health Agency) to
scrutinize salmon farms during 2022 for evidence of welfare abuse of cleaner fish (as well as
farmed salmon) with a view to prosecutions of salmon farming companies.
It is becoming increasingly clear that salmon farms – with respect to both ‘cleaner fish’ (wrasse
and lumpfish) and farmed salmon – are systematically breaching the Animal Health and Welfare
(Scotland) Act 2006 (Section 19: Unnecessary Suffering and Section 24: Ensuring Welfare of
Animals).
Yet it appears that APHA is not routinely inspecting salmon farms in relation to cleaner fish
welfare. If so, that is a clear dereliction of the UK Government’s statutory duty to enforce
welfare laws and failure to police welfare abuse.
When APHA did inspect Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’ salmon farm in August 2019
following secret filming by Scottish Salmon in July 2019 which exposed clear evidence of
welfare abuse, APHA merely wrote to Mowi in September 2019 helpfully pointing out that they
had broken the law:

At least, APHA’s letter ended by calling on Mowi to record mortalities of cleaner fish. Is that
mortality information now available for Mowi and other salmon farming companies? Was
enforcement or any other action taken against Mowi? Please consider this a formal request for
information under the relevant FOI and Environmental Information regulations if that would
engender an actual reply to this letter. Please provide a receipt for this FOI request.
Scamon Scotland has published further information today on mortalities of cleaner fish via a new
blog: 50 Million Cleaner Fish Die Each Year on Norwegian Salmon Farms - how many millions
die on Norwegian-owned salmon farms in Scotland (& Ireland)?
This begs the killer question: how many cleaner fish are suffering unnecessarily on salmon farms
and dying a cruel death each year?
If 150,000 cleaner fish are dying each day – 50 to 60 million per year – on salmon farms in
Norway then a conservative estimate (if the mortality rate on salmon farms in Scotland is the
same as in Norway which has more stringent welfare laws and regulations in place for cleaner
fish welfare) puts the mortality on salmon farms in Scotland at 21,000 per day and 7 to 9 million
per year. Note that Norwegian salmon farming production is reported by Kontali as 1,369,000
tonnes in 2020 compared to the 2020 Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey published by the
Scottish Government which estimates salmon farming production in Scotland as 192,000 – i.e.
Scottish salmon farming production is ca. 14% or seven times less than Norwegian salmon
farming production.
Whatever the true figure of cleaner fish mortality – and the public will never know as even
salmon farming companies admits “black loss” (less fish retrieved at end of cycle than expected)
– a 40 to 60% mortality rate for cleaner fish on salmon farms - as estimated by researchers in
Norway and in a report published by the Nordic Council of Ministers in December 2021 - is
unacceptable from a welfare point of view.

For example, the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate ‘Case Information’ for 2021
includes an inspection of The Scottish Salmon Company’s Gometra salmon farm off the Isle of
Mull which referred to “black loss” with a report from Gometra salmon farm off the Isle of Mull
in June 2021 detailing: "Mortality is not being identified when cleaner fish stick to sides of pen
and don't end up in mort basket before rotting away".
This week’s letter dated 1 February 2022 to Scottish Ministers (enclosed below for easy
reference) collates ‘Case Information’ published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health
Inspectorate thus far detailing inspections of salmon farms during 2021 (with selected
information cited from 2019) in relation to welfare abuse of cleaner fish – including 333,519
cleaner fish mortalities (both wrasse and lumpfish). Mowi’s North Shore salmon farm in Loch
Erisort reported the highest mortality rate at 49% with 117,414 dead cleaner fish:

Mowi’s Caolas a Deas salmon farm in Loch Shell on the Isle of Lewis reported in September
2021 that “it has been accepted by industry that freshwater treatments will lead to elevated
lumpfish mortalities” but reported that “no alternative solution was given”. Mowi’s Loch Duich
salmon farm in Loch Alsh ‘Special Area of Conservation’ reported "significant" mortalities in
lumpfish caused by Flavivirus “transferred from the supplier” (Mowi-owned Ocean Matters in
Wales) in July 2021.
By contrast, Grieg Seafood's North Papa salmon farm in Shetland reported in July 2021:
"Company policy has been to limit cleaner fish due to health concerns for the cleaner fish".
In view of such shocking welfare abuse, what action is the UK Government and Scottish
Government taking to tackle cleaner fish mass mortalities, unnecessary suffering, the spread of
infectious diseases and use of antibiotics (not to mention the ecological and genetic impacts of
trans-locating cleaner fish from the wild in England, Ireland and across Scotland to on-grow on
Scottish salmon farms – something assessed by the Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food
and the Environment back in 2019)?
Judged by previous whitewashing of welfare abuse on salmon farms by APHA (as detailed in
Scottish Salmon Watch’s unanswered letter of 20 April 2021), Scamon Scotland is not
particularly hopeful that either the UK Government or Scottish Government will close the net on
systematic welfare abuse on salmon farms across Scotland. Perhaps it will take legal action to
force welfare laws to be followed?
Back in April 2021, Scottish Salmon Watch presented evidence of endemic welfare abuse on
salmon farms in a letter to your honourable self. This letter (re-enclosed below and available
online here) has still not received a reply. A swift reply to this letter and last April’s letter would
be much appreciated.
Scottish Salmon Watch’s letter dated 20 April 2021 cited a dossier – “Appalling Pathetic
Horrific Abject (APHA) – Failing Fish Welfare Since 2013!” (April 2020) - including:

Scottish Salmon Watch’s letter to APHA and Police Scotland dated 13 July 2018 (copied to
Scottish Ministers who are also copied into this letter) cited ‘Case Information’ published by the
Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate and photographs obtained via Freedom of
Information which provided graphic evidence of welfare abuse on salmon farms across Scotland.
Scottish Salmon Watch asked in September 2019 via “Welfare Abuse at Scottish Salmon Farms Why No Legal Enforcement Or Prosecutions?”:
“The weight of evidence recording widespread welfare abuse on Scottish salmon farms is surely
now so overwhelming to bring legal action for systematic breaches of the Animal Health &
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006?..... Yet the 'competent' authorities with responsibility for animal
welfare - in the shape of Scottish Ministers, the Animal & Plant Health Agency, the SSPCA and
Police Scotland's Wildlife Crime Unit - are turning a blind eye to systematic and shocking
welfare abuse on salmon farms. Raising complaints feels like banging your head against a brick
wall.”
Scottish Salmon Watch asked again in October 2020: “Ongoing Welfare Abuse & Unnecessary
Suffering on Salmon Farms - Why No Prosecutions?”

It is painfully clear that the answer largely lies with APHA’s abject failure to inspect salmon
farms – both quantitatively and qualitatively. Scottish Salmon Watch firmly believes that APHA
is guilty of failing to follow its statutory duties via the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland)
Act 2006.

Finally, Scamon Scotland asks the UK Government to uphold welfare laws in relation to both
salmon and cleaner fish. You do not need to be a rocket scientist to see the obvious mortality,
unnecessary suffering and endemic welfare problems in cleaner fish as well as farmed salmon.

If 60% of the sheep in a field were dying with their dead carcasses rotting all along the fence line
or 60% of cows grazing in a pasture were dying horrible deaths with their legs up in the air then
the general public would be quite rightly horrified and would boycott British lamb and British
beef.

Yet why is the torture of fish – shown by scientific research to be a sentient being capable of
suffering and feeling pain – deemed to be a necessary evil to justify the expansion of toxic
salmon farming (especially Norwegian behemoth Mowi) in Scotland?

How can the UK Government promote the consumption of Scottish pharmed salmon when the
scale of unnecessary suffering of cleaner fish and salmon is so horrific and stomach-churning?

Damning video evidence shows that salmon farming is ethically and environmentally bankrupt.

Scamon Scotland advocates that consumers should boycott Scottish salmon. Salmon farming in
Scotland – ca. 80% of which is controlled by Norwegian salmoney including the Norwegian
Government – is a dirty rotten industry which desperately needs to clean up its act. Inside
Scottish Salmon Feedlots reported in March 2021:

“You don't need to be an animal rights activist to know this is wrong,” said Corin Smith.
“Cleaner fish are Scotland's salmon farm shame and a stain on our reputation. There is perhaps
no other issue in open cage salmon farming that summarises all that is wrong with it. The use of
one sentient animal as a disposable treatment, to solve the problems created by intensive factory
farming of another sentient animal. Simply because they are cheaper to use than mechanised
treatments.”

Shamefully, it seems that the Scottish Government has passed the bureaucratic buck onto APHA
and the UK Government.

Please act now to enforce welfare laws on salmon farms for cleaner fish as well as salmon.
Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland
Cc: Scottish Ministers: scottish.ministers@gov.scot

The Scottish Government
St. Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh
EH1 3DG
1 February 2022
Dear Scottish Ministers,
Please Come Clean on the Dirty Trade in Wrasse & Lumpfish by Salmon Farms!
In view of the lethal trade in ‘cleaner fish’, Scamon Scotland (formerly called Scottish Salmon
Watch) calls on the Scottish Government to address the mortality, welfare and disease problem
of salmon farms using wrasse (mostly caught in the wild) and lumpfish (mostly farmed).
Scamon Scotland calls on Scottish Ministers to:
- Establish a public register of shipments/imports/transfers of cleaner fish
- Record and report monthly cleaner fish mortalities
- Test for infectious diseases, pathogens and viruses in cleaner fish prior to transfer to salmon
farms and during their short lives on salmon farms
- Record antibiotic use on cleaner fish

Scamon Scotland is diametrically opposed to the use of toxic chemicals to kill sea lice
infestations on salmon farms but the use of ‘cleaner fish’ is certainly not an ecologically or
welfare friendly alternative. If salmon farming cannot operate without lice infestations and mass
mortalities – in both farmed salmon and ‘cleaner fish’ – then it has clearly lost its environmental,
welfare and social license. Scottish salmon’s dirty trade in cleaner fish must stop now!

Current practices – as showcased via ‘Case Information’ published by the Scottish Government’s
Fish Health Inspectorate - raise serious concerns about mortality and welfare of cleaner fish:

Of the 38 cases identified above, 333,519 morts (both wrasse and lumpfish) were reported but
only 15 cases provided any information on mortality at all. Mortality rates reported ranged from
49% (at Mowi’s North Shore salmon farm in Loch Erisort) to 1.2% at Mowi’s Bagh Dail Nan

Cean (‘Bay of the Dead Heads’) salmon farm in the Sound of Jura although only 10 sites
reported % mortality and it was often not clear if this was reported as weekly, monthly or total
mortality.
The Scottish Salmon Company referred to “black loss” (less fish retrieved at end of cycle than
expected) with a report from Gometra salmon farm in June 2021 detailing: "Mortality is not
being identified when cleaner fish stick to sides of pen and don't end up in mort basket before
rotting away" (see later in this letter for more case details).
Assessing total mortality of cleaner fish on salmon farms in Scotland is currently impossible
given the lack of data. A report published by the Nordic Council of Ministers in December 2021
cited a recent study by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority which revealed that salmon farmers
reported a mortality rate of around 40% but that the real mortality rate was closer to 60% (see at
the end of this letter for more details). If the mortality rate of cleaner fish on salmon farms in
Scotland is anything like 40-60% then millions of wrasse and lumpfish could be dying horrible
deaths.
Data on cleaner fish stocked on site was more comprehensive with 35 out of 38 cases reported
via the Fish Health Inspectorate in 2021 detailing numbers and a total of 2.2 million cleaner fish
(wrasse and lumpfish) reported. Around half the sites identified in 2021, stocked both wrasse
and lumpfish (17) with some sites just stocking lumpfish (13) and wrasse (6) alongside the
salmon.
In terms of cleaner fish stocking rates (the ratio of wrasse and lumpfish per salmon on the farm),
one site (Mowi’s Caolas a Deas salmon farm in Loch Shell in September 2021) reported even
more cleaner fish (76,342 wrasse and 14,378 lumpfish) than salmon (89,452) i.e. just over 100%
stocking. The Fish Health Inspectorate report (Case 2021-0309) stated that “it has been
accepted by industry that freshwater treatments will lead to elevated lumpfish mortalities” but
that “no alternative solution was given”:

An industry norm for stocking of cleaner fish appears to be ca. 10-15% with the most cleaner
fish (216,733 lumpfish) recorded on site during 2021 at Mowi’s Ardintoul salmon farm in Loch
Alsh. In July 2021 (Case 2021-0273) Mowi reported 48,499 mortalities of lumpfish (22.3%

mortality) since input in February (i.e. over a six month period). Another Fish Health
Inspectorate visit to Mowi's Ardintoul salmon farm in Loch Alsh in October 2019 published the
first photos of diseased lumpfish along with details of mass mortalities and diseases (Case-20190577):

One salmon farm (Westerbister) inspected during 2021 reported that cleaner fish would be used
in the future whilst another Scottish Sea Farms site at Fada reported "wrasse brought over from
Ireland during last cycle" but failed to report any wrasse in the stocking data (or on the import
data disclosed last month by the Scottish Government – see later in this letter for more details).
Other sites (not recorded in the table above) reported zero cleaner fish in the stocking
information (e.g. Cooke Aquaculture) and data is still missing for the whole of December and
over a dozen cases in September, October and November are still recorded by the Fish Health
Inspectorate as “awaiting publication”.

It is difficult to gauge the total use of cleaner fish at salmon farms across Scotland as the Fish
Health Inspectorate does not visit every salmon farm each year and the 38 cases detailed in the
table above may only represent ca. a quarter of all sites. The Scottish Government’s ‘Scottish
Fish Farm Production Survey 2020’ published in September 2021 (the latest publicly available
data) records 232 salmon farms in Scotland in 2020 but 101 reported zero production (i.e. only
131 were active).
Fish Farming Expert reported back in 2016 that Marine Harvest (renamed Mowi in 2019 due to
“negative consumer perception”) “intends to stock 2.5 million cleaner fish – split 50/50 between
wrasse and lumpfish, the former work better in summer and the latter in winter”.
Since Mowi accounts for ca. a third of all salmon farming production - Mowi claims to produce
68,000 tonnes of farmed salmon annually in Scotland and the latest Scottish Government data
reported 192,129 tonnes of farmed salmon production in 2020 with 232,000 tonnes forecast for
2021 - the number of cleaner fish used in salmon farms in Scotland could be well over 7 million
(a report published by the Marine Conservation Society in February 2021 said demand for
cleaner fish – mostly lumpfish - on salmon farms in Scotland was an estimated 10 million).
The Mowi-owned lumpfish farming facility at Ocean Matters in Wales reported “it produced
over 2 million cleaner fish during 2019”. However, it is not known how many of these farmed
lumpfish die each year on salmon farms in Scotland or what the cleaner fish are dying from.

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in July 2021 details "significant" mortalities in lumpfish caused by Flavivirus at
Mowi's Loch Duich salmon farm with 37% mortality (27,000 dead lumpfish) since input in May
2021 (Case 2021-0274, p121-124). Flavivirus infection “was transferred from the supplier” (i.e.
Mowi’s Ocean Matters in Wales):

Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in June 2021 details "black loss" mortality problems in cleaner fish at The Scottish
Salmon Company's Gometra salmon farm off the Isle of Mull (Case 2021-0192, p37-9):

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in July 2021 details no cleaner fish at Grieg Seafood's North Papa salmon farm (other
cases involving Cooke Aquaculture also reported no cleaner fish) and states that "Company
policy has been to limit cleaner fish due to health concerns for the cleaner fish" (Case 20210226, p99-101):

‘Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in April 2021 details wrasse “left over from last cycle, with risk assessment” at
Mowi's Kingairloch salmon farm (Cases 2021-0058, p1-3). Mortality records detailed 3,594
lumpfish morts since input with “increased mortality due to freshwater treatments” and the note
that the farm “try to remove cleaner fish prior to treatments” (freshwater and mechanical
treatments can kill cleaner fish):

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in June 2021 at the Fada salmon farm operated by Scottish Sea Farms in the Summer
Isles refers to wrasse imported from Ireland but does not record any wrasse or lumpfish in the
stocking data or any mortalities (Case 2021-0166) and there are no import shipments for Scottish
Sea Farms disclosed in the trade data provided by the Scottish Government on 10 January 2022:

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in June 2021 detailed lumpfish “imported from Ireland for this cycle (2020), not
planning to do this in the future” (Case 2021-0183, p87-9).

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate for an
inspection in April 2021 detailed movement (i.e. import) of lumpfish from Bantry in Ireland with
“health certificates inspected on site”(although this import does not show up in FOI data
disclosed by the Scottish Government last month) to a salmon farm operated by Scottish Sea
Farms in Kempie Bay in Loch Eriboll (Case 2021-0083, p1-3):

Another Scottish Government inspection in May 2021 of a salmon farm operated by Scottish Sea
Farms at nearby Sian Bay also in Loch Eriboll detailed movement of lumpfish from outside
Great Britain from Bantry in Ireland at the end of 2020 with “health certificates inspected on
site” (Case 2021-0083, p15-17) even though this import did not show up in FOI data disclosed
last month by the Scottish Government:

Another Scottish Government inspection in May 2021 of a salmon farm operated by Scottish Sea
Farms at Shuna in Loch Linnhe detailed wild wrasse from the West coast of Scotland and
lumpsuckers imported from the Republic of Ireland (ROI) in 2020 (Case 2021-0078, p1-3):

The import of wild caught wrasse from Ireland (both Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland) was red flagged by a FOI disclosure last month by the Scottish Government:

The Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland told Scottish
Salmon Watch last month:
From: Smith, Patrick <Patrick.Smith@daera-ni.gov.uk>
Date: Tue, Jan 25, 2022 at 5:05 PM
Subject: RE: Wrasse exports from NI to Mowi Scotland
To: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Cc: Lyttle, Owen <Owen.Lyttle@daera-ni.gov.uk>, McCaughan, Mark
<Mark.McCaughan@daera-ni.gov.uk>, Campbell, Paddy <Paddy.Campbell@daera-ni.gov.uk>,
Hayes, Jim <Jim.Hayes@daera-ni.gov.uk>, Watts, Jim <Jim.Watts@daera-ni.gov.uk>, Kane,
John (DAERA) John.Kane@daera-ni.gov.uk
Mr Staniford,
I refer to your email of 14 January 2022 on the subject of wrasse movements from Northern
Ireland to Scotland.
In regard to export certificates or environmental/disease risk assessments, the Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) inspects and certifies all movements of

live fish (including wrasse) from Northern Ireland. This is a legislative requirement under
aquatic animal health regulations.
All movements of live wrasse from Northern Ireland are consigned to salmon farming
organisations in Scotland. DAERA has not yet carried out an assessment of the impact of wrasse
harvesting but has continued to record the number of exports to inform any future assessment. At
this time, the Department has not considered any formal consultation on the wrasse fishery in
Northern Ireland.
Regards
Patrick Smith | Marine and Fisheries Division | Sea Fisheries Policy Branch | Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs| Rathkeltair House | Market Street | Downpatrick |
Co Down | BT30 6AJ
Contact: Tel: +44 (0)28 44618111
Email: patrick.smith@daera-ni.gov.uk

A letter from the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland
dated 20 January 2022 confirmed the above information:

Exactly how many wild caught wrasse and lumpfish are used on salmon farms in Scotland in
total (including from the Republic of Ireland and England) is unclear. Data published in June
2021 by The Journal/Noteworthy details ca. 300,000 to 400,000 wild caught wrasse moved to
salmon farms in Ireland each year:

Industry data in Scotland - which is ca. ten times bigger than Irish salmon farming in terms of
production - reported 30,564 wild caught wrasse in Scottish waters in 2018.

Data for wild caught wrasse in Scottish waters in 2019 (as published by the Scottish Salmon
Producers Organisation) rose to 52,645:

However, data on wild caught wrasse in Scottish waters (or for that matter in England, Wales,
Ireland and any other country) has not yet been published for 2020 or 2021 by Salmon Scotland
(formerly SSPO) or the Scottish Government.
FOI 2021-00259890 disclosed by the Scottish Government on 10 January 2022 detailed 275,678
wrasse imported from Northern Ireland to salmon farms operated by Mowi Scotland and Kames
Fish Farming (although Shuna SW/ Rubh'an Trilleachain is in reality operated by Mowi not
Kames) from May 2020 to November 2021. Here’s the 62 import shipments from JJ ONeill in
Dunloy ranked highest to lowest (MVG = Fish weighing more than 5 grams):

As detailed via the Fish Health Inspectorate’s ‘Case Information’ for 2021, there are other
imports of cleaner fish from the Republic Ireland (e.g. Bantry) which appear not to have been
officially reported (something which Scottish Sea Farms has had an issue with in relation to toxic
chemical use).
Whatever the true figure for the use of cleaner fish on salmon farms in Scotland, it is clear in the
secret filming conducted since 2018 by Scottish Salmon Watch that cleaner fish mortality is a
significant problem. For example, video footage inside a Billy Bowie skip captured evidence of
mass mortalities of wrasse and lumpsuckers at The Scottish Salmon Company’s Toward
processing and transportation facility near Dunoon in September 2020 (presumably dumped out
when farmed salmon were transported for harvest):

Scottish Salmon Watch filmed serious welfare problems in lumpsucker 'cleaner fish' at RSPCA
Assured Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads' salmon farm in July 2019 – with lumpsuckers dead and
dying on the surface of the cage.

The Fish Health Inspectorate reported in June 2019 for an inspection of Mowi’s ‘Bay of the
Dead Heads’ salmon farm (Case 2019-0311):

Another Fish Health Inspectorate report in June 2019 from Mowi’s nearby Port Na Cro salmon
farm (Case 2019-0312) detailed:

Following a welfare complaint filed by Scottish Salmon Watch in July 2019, the Fish Health
Inspectorate visited Mowi’s ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’ salmon farm again reporting in August
2019 (Case 2019-0376):

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Loch Torridon salmon farm in November 2018 we
found dead cleaner fish – both wrasse and lumpfish – dumped in mort bins along with diseased
farmed salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Sconser salmon farm on the Isle of Skye in
November 2018 we found dead lumpfish in bins with farmed salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s RSPCA Assured and ASC-certified Gorsten
salmon farm in Loch Linnhe in November 2018 (as featured on Netflix’s Seaspiracy) in
November 2018 we discovered dozens of dead cleaner fish in a skip full of diseased salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited The Scottish Salmon Company’s salmon farm at Quarry
Point in Loch Fyne in September 2018 the dead bodies of lumpfish littered a skip full of diseased
salmon:

The mortality of cleaner fish was on display when Scottish Salmon Watch visited South Shian
processing plant operated by Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Creran in September 2018 (presumably
the lumpfish are dumped out with the farmed salmon morts after processing):

When Scottish Salmon Watch filmed inside the Loch Spelve salmon farm operated by Scottish
Sea Farms on the Isle of Mull in August 2018 we found lice-infested lumpfish:

In July 2021, when Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s RSPCA Assured salmon farm at Poll
Na Gille in the Sound of Jura (rated by OneKind as the worst salmon farm in Scotland) we found
dead lumpfish on the surface of the cages and wild fish swimming inside the cages with liceinfested salmon:

As well as dead cleaner fish, video footage shot at Mowi's Poll Na Gille salmon farm on 17 July
2021 shows lumpsuckers foraging near a dead farmed salmon floating on the surface of a cage:

Despite a welfare complaint filed by Scottish Salmon Watch in July 2021, neither the Scottish
Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate nor the Animal & Plant Health Agency visited Mowi’s
Poll Na Gille salmon farm. When APHA did inspect Mowi’s nearby ‘Bay of the Dead Heads’
salmon farm after a similar welfare complaint filed by Scottish Salmon Watch in July 2019,
APHA warned Mowi in a letter in September 2019 (finally disclosed via Freedom of Information
in April 2020) that they were breaking welfare laws:

The warning letter from APHA to Mowi dated 16 September 2019 ended by recommending: “it
would be helpful to keep separated records for mortality and culled animal not only for salmon
as you are currently doing, but also for lumpfish and wrasse in order to have a detailed
monitoring system for all species under your responsibility”.
The Ferret/Sunday National reported in November 2019:

Back in December 2018, OneKind published a damning report on the welfare of cleaner fish on
salmon farms in Scotland - including reference to 'Case Information' published by the Scottish
Government's Fish Health Inspectorate:

OneKind concluded:

Scottish Ministers should also heed the warning in of a recent report - "Towards a sustainable
fishery and use of cleaner fish in salmonid aquaculture: challenges and opportunities" - published
in December 2021 by the Nordic Council of Ministers:

"There are extensive fisheries for wrasses, and aquaculture of ballan wrasse and lumpfish," states
the Nordic Council of Ministers report. "Fisheries and use have evolved fast, but the
development of a regulatory framework has lagged behind. Challenges linked to poor welfare,
diseases and changes in the genetic structure have raised questions on the sustainability of the
current practice, and The Norwegian Food Safety Authorities stated that if the welfare is not
improved and the effect of cleaner fish better documented, the use can be reduced or terminated."

The Nordic Council of Ministers report (December 2021) cited a recent study by the Norwegian
Food Safety Authority which revealed that salmon farmers reported a mortality rate of around
40% but that the real mortality rate was closer to 60%:

Scamon Scotland concurs with the Nordic Council of Ministers report (December 2021) in
calling for “more accurate registration of mortality and disease for cleaner fish in sea cages”.

Further information is detailed via a blog published today: Dirty Secrets Exposed: Stop Scottish
Salmon's Deadly Trade in 'Cleaner Fish'!

Finally, Scamon Scotland asks the Scottish Government to provide further information on
mortalities, welfare problems and diseases of cleaner fish on salmon farms in Scotland since 1
January 2020.
Please include any photos, videos, documentary evidence and any data on cleaner fish
mortalities, welfare and diseases (including sea lice). For example, a FOI disclosure by the
Scottish Government in January 2018 included:

Please include any Cabinet Briefings, correspondence with salmon farmers, the Nordic Council
of Ministers and any other parties in relation to cleaner fish mortalities, welfare and diseases.
Further to FOI 2021-00259890 disclosed by the Scottish Government on 10 January 2022 please
also provide information on trade in cleaner fish including imports from England, Wales, Ireland
(the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland), Iceland, Norway, France and any other countries.
Please include any ‘risk assessments’ and health certificates of transfers/imports of cleaner fish.
Please consider this a formal request for information under the relevant FOI and Environmental
Information regulations.
Please provide the information electronically.
Please provide a receipt for this FOI request.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scamon Scotland

George Eustice
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
2 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 4DF
20 April 2021
Dear Secretary of State,
Systemic Failures to Capture Evidence of Welfare Abuse on Scottish Salmon Farms
Scottish Salmon Watch is writing to you with respect to the Animal & Plant Health Agency
(APHA) and their failure to inspect salmon farms in Scotland. In summary, Scottish Salmon
Watch would like to raise complaints in relation to the following three issues:
1) The lack of quantity of salmon farm inspections
2) The lack of quality of salmon farm inspections
3) APHA’s failure to disclose information on salmon farm inspections via FOI
Recent video footage and a report published by Compassion in World Farming and OneKind
adds weight to damning evidence of widespread welfare abuse on salmon farms in Scotland
which is being willfully ignored by APHA ‘inspectors’.

As a frame of reference, a critique of APHA’s ‘inspections’ of salmon farms in Scotland during
2020 was published by Scottish Salmon Watch last week (15 April 2021) via: “Whitewashing
Welfare Abuse of Scottish Salmon (as sponsored via RSPCA, SSPCA & APHA)”.

Scottish Salmon Watch is particularly concerned at the following failures by APHA (which as an
executive agency of DEFRA comes within your jurisdiction):
1) The lack of quantity of salmon farm inspections
In May 2020, APHA revealed via a Freedom of Information request that only 35 salmon farms
had been ‘inspected’ since 2013 (if five salmon farms were ‘inspected’ after May 2020 then that
brings the total figure up to 40).

In view of the fact (as sourced from the latest Scottish Government data published in October
2020) there are 76 freshwater salmon farms and 226 sea cage salmon farms (that's 302 salmon
farms in Scotland in total) one might question the efficacy of APHA's inspection regime. You
might be better at Maths than my Grade ‘C’ O’Level but if five salmon farms are inspected this
year and next (bringing the total number up to 50) then only one in six (17%) salmon farms will
have been ‘inspected’ in a decade’!
By contrast, Compassion in World Farming “investigated 22 farms between September and
November 2020, using both drone technology and, at 6 farms, underwater divers”. The appalling
findings were documented on farms owned by all five of Scotland’s largest salmon producers
(Cooke Aquaculture, Grieg Seafood, Mowi, Scottish Sea Farms and The Scottish Salmon
Company), which together account for over 96% of the industry.
2) The lack of quality of salmon farm inspections
The abject quantity of APHA ‘inspections’ of salmon farms is even surpassed by the abject
quality of APHA ‘inspections’. Information finally extracted via FOI by Scottish Salmon
Watch paints a picture of ignorance and incompetence. More seriously, the documentation
obtained from APHA via FOI points to collusion and corruption.
For example, APHA ‘inspectors’ do not take photos during ‘inspections’ of salmon farms unlike
inspectors employed by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate who often
accompany APHA on inspections.

Photos are a vital part of inspections and can provide case evidence of welfare abuse. APHA’s
failure to compile photographic evidence is a serious flaw and illustrates the lack of scrutiny.
Despite legal threats from salmon farmers (who argued that disclosure would be commercially
damaging and would put consumers off eating farmed salmon), the Scottish Government has
published damning photographic evidence sourced from inspections of salmon farms by the Fish
Health Inspectorate (including at RSPCA Assured salmon farms which are claimed to comply
with the strictest welfare standards).

Given the serious nature of the allegations, Scottish Salmon Watch would hope that DEFRA
investigates APHA’s surveillance and inspection regime for salmon farms in Scotland. Some of
the documentary evidence is set out here but there is more context provided via “Whitewashing
Welfare Abuse of Scottish Salmon (as sponsored via RSPCA, SSPCA & APHA)”.
When APHA ‘inspectors’ visit a salmon farm it is not even clear if they take samples of farmed
salmon out of the water to check for welfare problems. Following last month’s video evidence
of welfare abuse at Mowi, Cooke Aquaculture, Grieg Seafood, Scottish Sea Farms and The

Scottish Salmon Company, Mowi posted a series of video clips showing the health status of
farmed salmon at Gorsten in Loch Linnhe (an RSPCA Assured and ASC-certified site exposed
by Netflix’s ‘Seaspiracy’ as having problems with infectious diseases and mass mortalities).

What is the protocol for APHA ‘inspectors’ when they ‘inspect’ salmon farms in Scotland? Do
APHA ‘inspectors’ handle every fish in order to properly check for fin damage, lesions,
cataracts, spine deformities, lice infestation and other welfare problems?
From the FOI documents disclosed by APHA to Scottish Salmon Watch on 13 April 2021 it
seems that APHA ‘inspectors’ are more interested in where they can meet up for lunch and have
a cup of tea before an ‘inspection’ rather than thoroughly inspecting the farmed salmon. How
many fish do APHA inspectors take out of the cages or tanks to check closely? Do APHA
inspectors use Go Pro cameras inserted into the cages or tanks? Is video surveillance provided
by the salmon farming company?
From reading the ‘inspection’ reports filed by APHA – and considering the amount of time
APHA ‘inspectors’ actually spend on site (a matter of hours out on the cages it would seem) – it
is hard to escape the conclusion that APHA’s ‘inspections’ are woefully inadequate. Scottish
Salmon Watch certainly does not expect APHA ‘inspectors’ to spend 10 minutes with each fish
as GPs are tasked with in the NHS but it appears that millions of farmed salmon are slipping
through the inspection net.
For example, during an ‘inspection’ of Grieg Seafood’s Leinish salmon farm in Loch Dunvegan
on 25 August 2020 APHA claimed to have ‘inspected’ and passed for inspection a quarter of a
million farmed salmon in less than five hours (and the 4 hour 40 minute visit presumably wasted
time in a boat out to the farm and back again).

Such a speedy ‘inspection’ begs the questions:
How many farmed salmon did APHA actually pick up to physically inspect?
Did APHA use a Go Pro camera or other video surveillance to view the fish deeper in the cages
or did they just ‘inspect’ the farmed salmon swimming near the surface?

Here’s just some of the thousands of dead farmed salmon which Scottish Salmon Watch
‘inspected’ when we visited Dunvegan public pier – where Grieg Seafood store mass mortalities
– in July 2020 and September 2020. Grieg Seafood later reported 78.3% mortality at their
disease-ridden Leinish salmon farm.

APHA’s ‘Report on Fish Welfare for Scottish Government’ regarding their visit to Grieg
Seafood’s Lenish salmon farm on 25 August 2020 detailed over 150,000 dead farmed salmon in
a five week period including 107,700 mortalities during Week 33 (10 to 16 August 2020) and
40,260 mortalities during Week 34 (17 to 23 August 2020) immediately prior to APHA’s visit.

Did APHA’s ‘inspector’ not notice all the carcasses of diseased and dead farm or were they lying
dead at the bottom of the cages out of sight? Or had they already been taken away for disposal
before the inspector arrived?
A few days before another ‘inspection’ of an RSPCA Assured salmon farm operated by Kames
Fish Farming in Loch Tralaig, APHA was contacted by the salmon farmer who was tipped off
about the ‘inspection’ by, it seems, the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate.

Is it standard operating procedure for salmon farming companies to be notified prior to
‘inspections’?

Scottish Salmon Watch naively assumed that ‘inspections’ of salmon farms were unannounced.
An APHA 'Fish Farm Inspection Report' marked "Official-Sensitive" detailed how APHA
inspected 70% of 200,100 fish at the RSPCA Assured Loch Tralaig salmon farm on 17
September 2020.

I had to get the calculator out for this one: it represents just over 140,000 farmed salmon which
APHA claim to have ‘inspected’ in a visit which started at 10.30am and presumably only last a
few hours. When Scottish Salmon Watch visited the same salmon farm earlier in September
2020 we filmed inside the cages and could not see beneath the surface – even with a Go Pro –
due to the peaty and polluted nature of the water. But we captured video evidence of welfare
abuse and farmed salmon floating on the surface either dead or dying.

Unlike when APHA visited on 17 September 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch’s visit was
unannounced and Kames staff did not have time to dispose of the dead and dying fish. If APHA
had ‘inspected’ the salmon farm earlier then they would have captured video evidence of welfare
abuse.

A cynic might conclude that the current ‘inspection’ regime is loaded so firmly in favour of the
salmon farming companies that reports of non-compliance are nigh impossible. Once again, this
APHA ‘inspection’ leaves question marks. How many of the 140,000 farmed salmon did the
APHA ‘inspector’ actually sample for ‘inspection’? How did the APHA ‘inspector’ properly
‘inspect’ 140,000 farmed salmon when visibility in Loch Tralaig is so poor? Why was Kames
notified in advance of the ‘inspection’?

In another case disclosed by APHA via FOI on 13 April 2021, it seems that the head veterinarian
at Scottish Sea Farms (who was appointed chair of the SSPCA in 2018) was aware of a "possible
APHA visit" to his RSPCA Assured Scallastle Bay salmon farm beforehand.

And it seems that by the time APHA did visit Scallastle Bay on the Isle of Mull all the RSPCA
Assured farmed salmon had been harvested out and there were zero fish to inspect!

And it appears that APHA tipped Scottish Sea Farms off regarding the outcome of their
'investigation' .

Such collusion and possible corruption is alarming and demands investigation by DEFRA. Is it
standing operating procedure for APHA staff to be so close to the salmon farming sector and
notify companies in advance of the outcome of ‘investigations’?
Scottish Salmon Watch read in the Ferret that the salmon farming industry wined and dined
Anne Anderson before she left the Scottish Environment Protection Agency in 2018 to join the
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation as ‘Director of Sustainability’ and then just last month
joined Scottish Sea Farms as head of ‘Sustainability and Development’.
How many APHA ‘inspectors’ are now working for the salmon farming industry? If they’re not
already then it seems that their modus operandi is weighted towards whitewashing welfare
problems away.
Another APHA ‘inspection’ at Mowi’s Lochailort Recirculation Unit in September 2020 claimed
to have ‘inspected’ ca. 75% of 4.4 million farmed salmon. Again my basic Maths tells me that
three quarters of 4.4 million is over 3 million fish ‘inspected’ and over 3 million fish passed by
the APHA ‘inspector’.

But how many of the 3 million farmed salmon did the APHA ‘inspector’ actually fish out with a
net to physically inspect properly or pinpoint closely with a video camera?

APHA's 'Fish Farm Welfare Inspection Report' of Mowi’s Lochailort Recirculation Unit in
September 2020 cited "some evidence of fin damage" in farmed salmon due to "precocious parr
(gonad development in the males causing aggression)". How did APHA assess the evidence of
fin damage and conclude that no action needed to be taken on 3 million fish?
The FOI disclosure by APHA to Scottish Salmon Watch on 13 April 2021 also gives a glimpse
into how fast the 'inspectors' work. A 'Fish Farm Welfare Inspection Report' of the Barcaldine
Smolt Unit operated by Scottish Sea Farms dated 14 September 2020 details how APHA
inspected 1,597,623 farmed salmon. That's bloody good going for a day's work and may explain
why APHA didn't have time to take any photos. Even more impressive, APHA reported that
every single one of the 1,597,623 fish 'inspected' at the Barcaldine facility was "compliant".

However, Scottish Salmon Watch seriously question the thoroughness of APHA’s ‘inspection’
and asks DEFRA to scrutinize how APHA ‘inspects’ salmon farms. The documents disclosed by

APHA on 13 April 2021 are obviously available to DEFRA but Scottish Salmon Watch, in the
spirit of transparency, has made them publicly available online.

Appendix 1; Appendix 2; Appendix 3; Appendix 4; Appendix 5; Appendix 6; Appendix
7; Appendix 8; Appendix 9; Appendix 10; Appendix 11; Appendix 12; Appendix 13; Appendix
14; Appendix 15; Appendix 16; Appendix 17; Appendix 17a; Appendix 18; Appendix 19;
Appendix 20; Appendix 21; Appendix 22; Appendix 23; Appendix 24; Appendix 25; Appendix
26; Appendix 27; Appendix 28; Appendix 29; Appendix 30; Appendix 31; Appendix 32
and Appendix 33
Another FOI disclosure by APHA in March 2020 provides further evidence of incompetence and
negligence by APHA in relation to salmon farm ‘inspections’ (or not as the case may be) as well
as worrying censorship (see point 3 for further details).

Scottish Salmon Watch reported in April 2020:

In November 2019, The Ferret & Sunday National reported that Mowi had been “rapped” by
APHA for welfare breaches.
In a FOI appeal dated 23 April 2020 to the Information Commissioner, Scottish Salmon Watch
wrote:

In April 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch published a dossier on APHA’s abject failings on fish
welfare.

Scottish Salmon Watch’s dossier – “Appalling Pathetic Horrific Abject (APHA) – Failing Fish
Welfare Since 2013!” (April 2020) - also included:

APHA’s FOI disclosure in March 2020 even redacted data on the number of fish ‘inspected’ and
passed for inspection (unlike APHA’s FOI disclosure of 13 April 2021 which at least provided
that information).

Read in full via “Censored: Welfare Abuse on Salmon Farms”
APHA’s failure to inspect salmon farms is therefore all the more disturbing given how the
Scottish Government has passed the bureaucratic buck and responsibility for fish welfare onto
APHA.
Scottish Salmon Watch’s complaint to APHA and Police Scotland back in July 2018
recommended targeted inspections of salmon farms in the last few months of their harvest cycle

(rather than inspecting an empty salmon farm or a site which has just harvested out tens of
thousands of diseased farmed salmon):

Scottish Salmon Watch asked in September 2019 via “Welfare Abuse at Scottish Salmon Farms Why No Legal Enforcement Or Prosecutions?”:
“The weight of evidence recording widespread welfare abuse on Scottish salmon farms is surely
now so overwhelming to bring legal action for systematic breaches of the Animal Health &
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006?..... Yet the 'competent' authorities with responsibility for animal
welfare - in the shape of Scottish Ministers, the Animal & Plant Health Agency, the SSPCA and
Police Scotland's Wildlife Crime Unit - are turning a blind eye to systematic and shocking
welfare abuse on salmon farms. Raising complaints feels like banging your head against a brick
wall.”

Scottish Salmon Watch asked again in October 2020: “Ongoing Welfare Abuse & Unnecessary
Suffering on Salmon Farms - Why No Prosecutions?”

It is painfully clear that the answer largely lies with APHA’s abject failure to inspect salmon
farms – both quantitatively and qualitatively. Scottish Salmon Watch firmly believes that APHA
is guilty of failing to follow its statutory duties via the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland)
Act 2006.
3) APHA’s failure to disclose information on salmon farm inspections via FOI
APHA’s systemic failures to adequately inspect salmon farms in Scotland – whether it is due to a
lack of resources, an institutional bias in favour of salmon farming or lack of political will – are
compounded by their failures to disclose information via FOI.
Scottish Salmon Watch’s history of dealing with APHA in terms of FOI disclosure is appalling
and certainly the worst experience I’ve ever encountered in a Government agency in two decades
of attempting to extract information (and please note that I’ve dealt with the Scottish
Government which has not exactly oozed transparency via various FOI denials and appeals and
with the Scottish Environment Protection which places commercial confidentiality ahead of
environmental responsibility).

When Scottish Salmon Watch filed a FOI request with APHA in November 2020 we asked:
“Please provide information relating to the inspection of salmon farms since 1 May 2020. Please
include inspection reports, emails, letters, photos, videos, assessments and any other information
relating to the inspection of salmon farms since 1 May 2020. This FOI request would certainly
capture information in relation to Kames Fish Farming's Loch Tralaig salmon farm.”
When APHA denied our FOI request later in November 2020 – claiming that APHA had
“carried out no inspections” of salmon farms since 1 May 2020 – Scottish Salmon Watch cited
‘Case Information’ published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate (and
provided to Scottish Salmon Watch by the Scottish Government via FOI in December 2020) that
detailed a site inspection where the inspector “accompanied APHA vet” to Kames Fish
Farming's Loch Tralaig salmon farm:

“This begs the question: why did APHA lie when it stated on 20 November 2020 that it had
"carried out no inspections" of salmon farms since 1 May 2020?” wrote Scottish Salmon Watch
in an FOI review request to APHA dated 9 December 2020 . “Following APHA's reply to this
review, Scottish Salmon Watch will be filing an official complaint.”
“APHA visit fish farms in response to welfare complaints,” replied APHA’s FOI review dated
31 December 2020. “We do not routinely inspect fish farms…..APHA do carry out visits
following welfare complaints and investigations are carried out based on the allegations. These
are not routine inspections as we interpreted from your request and therefore responded
correctly, no information is held.”
APHA’s FOI review concluded: “The result of this Internal Review is that APHA responded
fully and correctly to your original request dated 4 November 2020, confirming that we do not
undertake inspections but investigate allegations of welfare abuses/issues. As we do not carry
out inspections no information is held.”

Kafka must be required reading at APHA.
Scottish Salmon Watch filed a new FOI request in March 2021:
From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 9, 2021 at 6:00 AM
Subject: FOI re. salmon farms since 1 January 2020
To: SM-APHA-Enquiries APHA <enquiries@apha.gov.uk>
Please provide information on salmon farms since 1 January 2020.
Please note that ATIC2220 replied by APHA on 2 January 2021 denied information relating to
the 'inspection' of salmon farms.
Scottish Salmon Watch take issue with APHA's narrow interpretation of 'inspection' hence this
new FOI request.
Please include copies of any reports, emails, letters, photos, videos, assessment and any other
information relating to salmon farms.
This would certainly include any information relating in any shape or form to monitoring,
surveillance, visits and what many people would refer to as 'inspection' of salmon farms where
APHA accompanies the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate.
For example, in addition to the site visit to Loch Tralaig which APHA has refused to disclose via
ATIC2220, please provide information relating to Loch Creran. The Scottish Government's Fish
Health Inspectorate reported on 4 March 2021 via https://www.gov.scot/publications/fish-healthinspectorate-mortality-information/:

The data entries for November 2020 include:
"FHI inspected site accompnaied by APHA vet on 10/11/2020" (sic)
"FHI to arrange a site visit with APHA"

Following APHA’s heavily redacted FOI reply dated 13 April 2021, Scottish Salmon Watch will
be filing another appeal to the Information Commissioner.
APHA’s FOI reply in March 2020 – which also redacted huge tracts of reports – was appealed
by Scottish Salmon Watch to the Scottish Information Commissioner in April 2020. Our appeal
included:

And:

And:

Scottish Salmon Watch’s appeal to the Information Commissioner in April 2020 also stated:

In conclusion, Scottish Salmon Watch urges DEFRA to investigate how APHA ‘inspects’
salmon farms. It is a damning indictment of the current system of surveillance and inspection
that systemic and endemic welfare abuse is being permitted to slip through the net.

Scottish Salmon Watch encourages you to read the recent report – “Underwater Cages, Parasites
& Dead Fish” – and judge for yourself whether welfare abuse of farmed salmon is being properly
scrutinized across Scotland.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch
Cc:
Chris Hadkiss, Chief Executive, APHA: enquiries@apha.gov.uk
APHA Scotland: APHA.Scotland@apha.gov.uk
Scottish Government Agriculture and Rural Economy Directorate: animal.health@gov.scot
Scottish Animal Welfare Commission: SAWC.Secretariat@gov.scot
Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on Animal Welfare:
Christine.Grahame.msp@parliament.scot and Karen.Coe@parliament.scot
Minister for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment (Ben Macpherson):
scottish.ministers@gov.scot
Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy and Tourism (Fergus Ewing): scottish.ministers@gov.scot

